Abstract-Scientific collaboration has become a universal phenomenon in recent years. Meanwhile, scholars tend to hunt for surprising collaborators for broadening their horizons. Serendipity initially denotes the fortunate discovery. Although a lot of literature is available on the topic of serendipity, little research has investigated serendipity in scientific collaborations. The objective of this paper is to identify serendipitous scientific collaborators of target scholars based on their collaboration data. First, we induce the definition of serendipitous scientific collaborators by three components, which are relevance, unexpectedness, and value, respectively. They are quantified as three intuitive indices corresponding to the network proximity, topic diversity, and collaborator influence, respectively. Second, we propose a classification model, called RUVMod, to classify all collaborators based on the analysis of three indices in definition. The serendipitous collaborator has lower network proximity, higher topic diversity and higher influence than his/her target scholar relatively. Finally, we cluster all collaborators via Self Organizing Maps and identify the serendipitous collaborator class according to the classes divided in our RUVMod. We apply our definition to the scientific collaborators extracted from DBLP dataset. The evaluation from the serendipity-based metrics suggests that RUVMod is effective in identifying serendipitous scientific collaborators.
INTRODUCTION
I N academia, scholars tend to collaborate with each other for gaining benefits, because scientific collaborations may promote their productivity and improve paper quality. However, scholars are lost in the overloaded academic information, and it becomes arduous for them to hunt for valuable collaborators. Xia et al. [1] summarized the management, analysis methods and applications of big scholarly data in their survey. They also suggested that the technologies designed for the recommendations of academic entities help scholars accessing information more easily. Generally, most recommender systems extract the behavior data of users for building their profiles, and then generate the recommendation list by selecting the Top-N similar items for the target user. They focus on improving the accuracy by recommending highly relevant or acquainted items. However, long-term use of the accuracy-based recommender systems may narrow users' horizons and lead to unsatisfying recommendations [2] , [3] . Therefore, serendipity is taken into account in terms of satisfying users when evaluating the quality of recommender systems [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . Similarly, when we study scholarly big data, serendipity in collaboration data may be mined for the serendipitous applications, e.g., serendipitous scientific collaborators or scholarly papers recommendations.
The term serendipity has been traditionally defined as the accidental yet beneficial discovery of something one was not looking for directly. Many accidental but valuable discoveries have been ascribed to serendipity in the history of scientific research, e.g., the ground-breaking discovery of penicillin, the breakthrough of discovering X-rays, and even the unsought discovery of America. Their discoverers were looking for one thing originally, but found another thing surprisingly during their explorations, which brought a number of scientific breakthroughs. Moreover, many new ideas and approaches are inclined to emerge in a very unpredictable and serendipitous manner. Consequently, serendipity is an indispensable factor in the process of scientific research. It is also significant for researchers to investigate the serendipitous academic entities for further applications, e.g., identifying or recommending the serendipitous scientific collaborators for enhancing the collaboration quality and interests simultaneously.
Then we introduce an unusual phenomenon of sleeping beauty in science [8] . A Sleeping Beauty (SB) in science is defined as "a paper whose importance is not recognized for several years after publication". We can find from [9] that a prince is crucial for the awakening of a SB, since a prince helps a SB attracting attentions from other researchers. From this point of view, the prince deserves much of the credit for a SB's sharp rise. We consider that the contribution of prince is serendipitous analogously. In the similar way, the characteristics of serendipitous collaborators are worthy to study for the rise of target scholars. In most scenarios, serendipitous recommendations aim to recommend less familiar but more novel and unexpected objects [10] , [11] . Since serendipity depends on human emotions, no consensus on its definition has been reached. The most common components related to serendipity include novelty, unexpectedness, diversity and relevance [12] , [13] , [14] . These related components have different forms in different research domains. Meanwhile, different combinations of these related components may be taken to define serendipity under different scenarios. Fixing the definition of serendipity and integrating serendipity into recommender systems are still open problems [12] , [15] . How to define serendipitous scientific collaborators and what factors affect their serendipity are still under exploration. In our study, we take unexpectedness, value and relevance into consideration to define serendipitous collaborators, and they may refer to those less relevant but more unexpected and valuable collaborators. Since relevance caters to the preferences of scholars, we reserve relevance in definition to guarantee serendipitous collaborators within preferences of their target scholars and play more emphasis on the components of unexpectedness and value simultaneously. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on studying and analyzing serendipity in academic collaborations. Specifically, we hope this work may guide and inspire future efforts on serendipity in more fields.
Our final goal in this work is to identify serendipitous scientific collaborators for target scholars, corresponding to detect serendipitous collaborators from the collaborator sets of target scholars. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• Define serendipitous scientific collaborators: We define the serendipitous collaborators from three perspectives, which are relevance, unexpectedness, and value, respectively. Relevance is represented as the network proximity between two nodes in co-author network. Unexpected collaborators have diverse topics, and they have connectivity to other collaborators in different research areas. While the value of a collaborator is quantified as his/her influence via the eigenvector [16] in co-author network.
• Construct a collaborator classification model (RUVMod): We propose a collaborator classification model by analyzing the quantified relevance score, unexpectedness score, and value score of different collaborator clusters.
• Identify serendipitous scientific collaborators: We cluster all collaborators by Self Organizing Maps, and then compare the average relevance score, unexpectedness score and value score of each cluster with corresponding mean of all clusters. Clusters with lower relevance score, higher unexpectedness score and higher value score are identified as the serendipitous classes.
• Evaluate the identification results: We measure the identification results on different collaborator clusters from the serendipity-based metrics. Experimental results on DBLP dataset validate the applicability of our definition and classification model. In addition, the performance of RUVMod is better than other serendipity enhancement approaches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We briefly review the related work of serendipity in Section 2. The proposed definition of serendipitous scientific collaborators is presented in Section 3. The collaborator classification model is analyzed in Section 4. The experimental results and the adopted evaluation metrics are discussed in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Serendipity has been the research topic in various disciplines. The majority of work focuses on serendipity in science. Serendipity contributes to making an unsought but valuable discovery, and plays an essential role in science advancement. Serendipitous scientific discoveries are usually made by accident initially, but later become valuable for researchers. In this section, we describe related work of serendipity from three aspects, including its concepts in science, serendipitous recommendation approaches and evaluation metrics of serendipity in recommender systems.
Concepts of serendipity in science
Serendipity is a complex concept which relates many components such as unexpectedness, value and relevance. There are various understandings and definitions on serendipity in science. Makri et al. [17] regarded serendipity as a new connection made by integrating unexpectedness and insight. Copeland [18] summarized three interrelated features of serendipity in science. First, serendipity is volatile. The process of discovering serendipity is complex with uncertainty. Second, serendipity would lead to a valuable outcome. Third, in order to observe the extent of unexpectedness for a researcher, the expectedness of this researcher should be obtained first, and the unexpectedness is contrary to his/her expectedness. From these perspectives, serendipity contains the unexpectedness and value components.
Moreover, Foster et al. [19] indicated that serendipity is a flexible way for gaining unknown or partially unknown information in depth. Mai [20] regarded serendipity as the behavior of encountering relevant information accidently. The survey of serendipity in recommender system [12] takes relevance into account. In these cases, relevance is also an essential component of serendipity. In terms of the policy implications in science, researchers should be encouraged to further explore the new clues in order to seize the opportunities of encountering serendipity [21] . Zhou et al. [22] found that scholars in China experienced serendipity with the processes of encountering unexpectedness, making connection and recognising the value in sequence.
From the concepts mentioned above, no consensus on the definition of serendipity has been reached, but the components including unexpectedness, value and relevance have been widely used to define serendipity.
Serendipitous recommendation approaches
Most recommendation methods focus on providing items which are similar to the items liked or rated highly by the target user. Kong et al. [23] exploited the similarity between scholars such as the dynamic research interests and academic influences for the collaborators recommendation. Recently, the technology of network representation has been widely used for solving various tasks by learning the representations of vertices in network with low dimensional vectors [24] , i.e., designing different recommender systems based on the vector similarity. However, most applications only focused on the recommendation accuracy, and ignored other novel elements that may be utilized to design the recommender systems. The topic of integrating serendipity into recommender systems has attracted growing interests from researchers, which enable to provide serendipitous and satisfying recommendations for users. Kotkov et al. [12] reviewed and classified most important serendipityrelated recommendation algorithms explicitly. Later, they proposed a greedy recommendation algorithm [25] for providing relevant, novel and unexpected items, which is based on the topic diversification. Zhang et al. [26] maximized the diversity of the recommendation list and kept adequate accuracy simultaneously for avoiding monotony of the recommendation list. Zhang et al. [27] designed a recommendation framework called Full Auralist in order to improve novelty, diversity, and serendipity of the recommendation list. Adamopoulos [28] mentioned that serendipity may be enhanced by removing the obvious items from recommendation list. Kawamae et al. [29] suggested that long search time indicates high serendipity. In other words, an item is serendipitous to a user if it is difficult for a user to find out the item. Huang et al. [30] designed a framework to recommend related entities with serendipity, and emphasized the features of serendipity: interestingness and unexpectedness.
In terms of the novel recommendation strategies, Said et al. [31] proposed a k-furthest neighbor (KFN) recommendation algorithm, which is the reverse version of the k-nearest neighbor (KNN). KFN overcomes the popularity biases of the items, and aims to recommend more novel items by selecting items disliked by dissimilar users. Onuma et al. [32] designed the TANGENT algorithm for broadening the user horizons. The algorithm is performed on a bipartite graph, where users and items are the nodes, and the rating on the item given by a user represents their edge weight. TANGENT aims to recommend items which are not only relevant to users, but also have connectivity to other groups in a graph.
Evaluation of serendipity in recommender systems
Since serendipity contains an emotional dimension, it is difficult to evaluate the recommendation list. Some researchers have proposed corresponding metrics for the evaluation of serendipitous recommendation results. The metrics for evaluating user satisfaction are no longer limited to accuracy [13] . Murakami et al. [33] and Ge et al. [34] introduced metrics for evaluating the unexpectedness and serendipity of recommender systems. Murakami et al. [33] assumed that unexpectedness can be regarded as the difference between the results provided by the recommendation system and that of primitive recommendation method. The primitive method generates a list of items which are similar to the profile of target user. Similarly, Ge et al. [34] took a recommended item which is not contained in the primitive recommendation set as an unexpected item, and their serendipity metric is determined by the ratio of both unexpected and useful items in the recommendation list.
Adamopoulos et al. [35] regarded the metric of unexpectedness as the ratio of items that are not included in the set of expected items of the target user, and suggested that the usefulness of an item can be measured by the users or approximated by the ratings of items. Zheng et al. [36] indicated that the usefulness of a recommended item depends on whether the target user selects or favors it.
As mentioned above, in spite of limited previous efforts on serendipity, there are no consolidated metrics to evaluate serendipity so far. The most common metrics are represented as unexpectedness and usefulness, and the serendipity metric is combined by them [34] , [35] , [36] . In this paper, we refer these serendipity-based metrics which are widely used to evaluate the results of identifying serendipitous collaborators.
DEFINITION OF SERENDIPITOUS SCIENTIFIC

COLLABORATORS
The term serendipity is difficult for researchers to translate, and it was first used in a fairy tale, "The Three Princes of Serendip" [37] . The princes were always making fortunate discoveries during their trips. According to the dictionary 1 , serendipity is "the faculty of making fortunate discoveries by accident". However, the word was used rarely until the mid-1900s when it was used for assessing the accidental or unplaced discovery in science [38] . Since then, the term has been widely adopted.
Section 2.1 guides us to the definition of serendipitous collaborators. Unexpectedness and value are important components of serendipity, as well as relevance, which is less considered in our definition for catering to the preferences of scholars. In this section, we intuitively define the serendipitous collaborators as those who have diverse topics, high influences and low network proximities with their target scholars. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has been attracted to quantify serendipity in the scenario of scientific collaborations. The symbols used in this paper are listed in Table 1 . Next we will explain each index and how to compute each index score in detail. The number of node ps neighbors
The set of adjacent nodes of node p τ Iteration times weight(p, q)
The edge weight between node p and q U S(i) Unexpectedness score of node i C i
Betweeness centrality of node i
The number of different communities bridged by node i Ce (v) Eigenvector centrality of node v U N EXP (u, i) The set of unexpected collaborators of target scholar i
The set of valuable collaborators of target scholar i
The set of serendipitous collaborators of target scholar i
The quantification of relevance score
Relevance may be presented as the network proximity between two scholar nodes in co-author network. In our definition, the serendipitous collaborators should have low network proximities with their target scholars. We build a co-author network first, and then perform Random Walk With Restart (RWR) [39] , which is a global similarity computation approach, on the network. Consider a random walker that starts from node t, we improve the walking process in this work. The walker iteratively transmits to its neighbor node n with the proportional probability of weight(t,n), which is proportional to their edge weight. The formulation of iteration can be described as:
where T is the transfer matrix representing the probability of each node skips to its neighbor nodes. RS (τ ) represents the relevance score vector at the τ th step. The row vector r is (0, ..., 1, ..., 0), and RS (0) = r. It indicates that the relevance score of target node t for itself is 1, while the scores of others are 0 initially. Moreover, the relevance score of node p with the root node t in co-author network can be described as:
where M (p) is the set of adjacent nodes of node p, and L(q) is the number of node q's neighbors. N represents the total number of nodes in the network. α denotes the probability that the walker continues to walk to the next neighbor and 1-α is the probability of the walker returns to the target node t. The traditional transition probability is:
We improve the transition probability as :
In our co-author network, the edge weight is the collaboration times between two connected scholar nodes. RWR iterates the traversal starting from the target node t until the walker stops walking and assigns each node a stable relevance score. We set the iteration time τ as 25 and the convergence rate c as 1 × 10 −4 . Therefore, if τ reaches the maximum iteration value 25 during the iteration process, or the termination criterion is satisfied (the difference value between the score of current iteration and the score of former iteration is lower than 1 × 10 −4 ), the walker will be stopped and each node in graph will be assigned with a stable relevance score. RWR is repeatedly performed starting from different target scholar nodes. Finally, we get all relevance score vectors, and each vector contains the relevance scores between a target scholar and his/her collaborators.
The quantification of unexpectedness score
We define unexpected scientific collaborators as those who have connectivity to other scholars in different research areas. Such unexpected collaborators with diverse topics may expand target scholars' horizons and induce other dissimilar research areas to the target scholars. Hollingsworth [40] suggested that scientists are more likely to obtain novel inspirations from their interactions with other scientists who have diverse expertise and backgrounds. Therefore, scholars may gain relevant but different knowledge from their collaborators in different or crossing topic areas. In order to compute collaborators' US for their target scholars, we need to get all scholars' research areas. We extract collaboration data from ten research areas in DBLP dataset, including Artificial Intelligence (AI), Data Mining (DM), Computer Networks (CN), Computer Graphics and Multimedia (CG), Software Engineering (SE), Computer Architecture (CA), Computer Science Theory (CST), Human-machine Interaction (HMI), Information Security (IS), and Emerging areas. The conferences extracted from these areas are listed in Table 2 . The conferences included in corresponding areas are extracted from China Computer Federation (CCF) International Conference, and each area corresponds to a list of conferences.
A paper published in one conference also represents the topic information of this paper, e.g., an article accepted by KDD is naturally related to the topic of data mining. We can make use of the topic information of one conference and one author to determine the research areas of this author. Specifically, we use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [41] model to compute the cosine similarity of topic probability distribution between scholar and conference. Our aim is to find the most similar conferences corresponding to a scholar's research topics, which are contained in the scholars' research areas.
A scholar may have various research topics with his/her papers published in different conferences. We set the similarity threshold as 0.6, because we have calculated values of cosine similarity between the topic distribution of each scholar and the conferences in which the paper of this scholar was published, and the lowest cosine similarity between the topic probability distribution of one scholar and the conference in which his/her paper was published is higher than 0.6. Therefore, if the cosine similarity of the topic probability distribution between a scholar and conference is higher than 0.6, we consider this conference is suitable for the scholar to publish his/her research, and its area is regarded as one of the research area of this scholar. For example, the topic distribution probability of scholar i is (topic A: 0.7, topic B: 0.2, topic C: 0.1), and the topic distribution probability of conference j is (topic A: 0.4, topic B: 0.4, topic D: 0.2). The cosine similarity between them is computed as follows:
Therefore, the area of conference j is considered as one of scholar i's research area.
We use the extracted collaboration data to build a coauthor network, and divide scholars into different communities according to their research areas. The members in overlapped community have diverse research areas. Take Fig. 1 as an example, scholar A belongs to two areas: AI and DM. While A s collaborator B has connectivity to other communities SE and CN, i.e., B has collaborated with scholars from SE and CN. Then we define B as an unexpected collaborator of scholar A and D, since B has diverse topics in areas of SE and CN. Unexpected collaborators in a coauthor network bridge different communities and promote the flow of information through these bridged communities. Unexpectedness score stands for the degree of connectivity to other communities on a graph. We combine the betweeness centrality [42] of a collaborator node with the number of communities it crosses (community degree), which may act as a weighted measure indicating how strong a scholar belongs to other communities:
where C i denotes betweeness centrality of node i. Zhang et al. [43] explored the network positions for evaluating scholars' impacts and identifying more outstanding interdisciplinary scholars. Betweeness centrality represents the ability of a node to transfer information among separate communities in a network, and this centrality index emphasizes the central position of unexpected node. B i represents the number of different communities bridged by node i. In Fig. 1 , in terms of the target scholars A and D, collaborator B is more unexpected to D compared with A. The reason is that collaborator B connects with three different topic communities DM, SE and CN for D, while B only bridges two different communities SE and CN for A. In other words, B have more diverse topics for D compared with A.
The quantification of value score
The value of a collaborator is quantified as the influence or the importance of a collaborator node. The neighbors of the influential node are usually more valuable in co-author network. There is a measure index for node importance in network science: Eigenvector Centrality (Eigentrality) [16] . If the target node connects with high-degree nodes, it will be more valuable than those connect with low-degree nodes. In other words, the importance of a node usually depends on the importance or influence of its neighbor nodes. For example, the centralized value of a node is determined by the nodes linked by it. The centralization index of a node is equal to the linear superposition of the centralization indices of its neighbor nodes. Abbasi et al. [44] explored the normalized eigenvector centrality to validate the correlation between co-author network and the performance of a scholar in specific discipline, and they suggested that researchers' future performances may be predicted by the analysis of centrality metrics in co-author network. We assume that A = (a v,t ) is an adjacency matrix of graph G(V, E). If vertex v has connection with vertex t, a v,t = 1, and a v,t = 0 otherwise. The eigenvector x i corresponds to the eigenvalue λ i [45] . The eigenvector centrality score of vertex v can be expressed as:
We conclude the computation process of eigenvector centrality as follows:
(1) Compute feature decomposition of adjacent matrix generated by our co-author graph. (2) Select the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue. (3) The centrality of the ith node is equal to the ith element in the eigenvector.
From the above three subsections, we give the definition of serendipitous collaborators from three components of serendipity: relevance, unexpectedness, and value, respectively. Serendipitous collaborators have low relevance score, high unexpectedness score and high value score with their target scholars. To sum up, the expected and intuitive characteristics of a serendipitous collaborator is: proximity in the co-author network with the target scholar, diversity in topic research and influence in the co-author network.
COLLABORATOR CLASSIFICATION MODEL
We propose a classification model based on the indices quantified in the definition. We first use the clustering algorithm Self Organizing Maps (SOM) to cluster a set of collaborators, and then analyze the clustering results based on three indices: relevance score, unexpectedness score and value score.
Overview of SOM
SOM is a widely used neural network as well as an effective tool for clustering the multidimensional data, and it is an unsupervised neural network model [46] , [47] . This network enables to reserve the structure of initial data so that the close data points remain close on the output layer. It adaptively changes the network parameters and structure by automatically searching for the inherent characteristics and essential attributes of the data. The processes of SOM algorithm are divided into two phases: the competitive learning phase and the cooperative learning phase. The best matching neurons or the winning nodes on output layer are selected in the first phase. In the second phase, the weight of the winning nodes will be adjusted and they will propagate this effect to their neighborhood nodes, causing changes in the weight of the neighborhood nodes.
Each neuron node on the output layer can be regarded as a cluster, and the data falling on this neuron can be for i = 1; i < m; i + + do 6: compute Euclidean distance
end for 9: adjust the connection weight:
10:
if j ∈ N c (t) then 11:
12:
else 13 :
end if 15 : grouped into the same cluster. SOM learns the characteristics from the input data, which are the relevance score, unexpectedness score and value score of all collaborators, and adjusts the connection weights repeatedly so that closer data points may be clustered into the same class. In other words, similar collaborators will be clustered in the same class automatically by SOM. The detailed process of SOM is given as follows, and the structure of SOM is illustrated in Fig. 2. • Initialization: Initialize value of the weight vector W j (0) with random value between 0 and 1, and the initial size N c (0) of neighborhood nodes is a constant, which is equal or lower than the number of neurons on output layer. While the function of learning rate η(t) is expressed as:
where N is the current size of neighborhood, and t is the tth iteration.
• Calculate the Euclidean distance: Take the output neuron c, which has the smallest Euclidean distance d with the corresponding input neuron, as a winning neuron,
where n represents the number of neurons on input layer. It depends on the factors of input characteristics, and n is fixed at 3 in our model. m denotes the number of neurons on output layer, which is higher than the number of all possible clusters. We fix it at 9, since 9 > 8.
• Modify the weight W j : Adjust the connection weight between the input neurons and output neurons:
• Decrease the learning rate and the neighborhood size: In the training process, the connection weights are adjusted slightly while the learning rate and the neighborhood size decrease gradually.
• Iteration: Iterate until the maximum number of iterations T is satisfied.
The complete algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. R represents the relevance score, U represents the unexpectedness score, and V denotes the value score. The initial value of some parameters are determined via training on multiple parameter sets, and the set with best performance from the evaluation of serendipity-based metrics is taken by us. We utilize it to cluster collaborators with their data points comprised by relevance score, unexpectedness score and value score, which are computed corresponding to their target scholar in our data set.
RUVMod
Our RUVMod aims to analyze the characteristic of each collaborator cluster by calculating average relevance score, unexpectedness score and value score of each cluster and corresponding mean of all collaborator clusters. The mean of all collaborator clusters is determined by the mean of each cluster, and then it is the total average of all clusters' mean. We compare the mean of each cluster with the total average of all clusters. If each cluster's corresponding mean is higher than the total average, we mark this value as ' ↑ ', otherwise ' ↓ '. In addition, clustering is a reasonable and widely used unsupervised way to classify targets without their label information. Therefore, we combine the characteristics of collaborator clusters with our definition for summarizing the classification criterions in our scenario. In the following classifications, if the value of R is lower than the total average, the collaborator cluster has low relevance score with their corresponding target scholars relatively. While the values of U and V are higher than total average, it means relatively high unexpectedness score and value score. We list all possible categories as follows:
Class 1 -Serendipitous collaborators (R ↓ U ↑ V ↑) : Such collaborator clusters are defined as the serendipitous collaborator clusters. They have lower proximities, higher topic diversity and higher influences for their target scholars relatively. This kind of collaborators is exactly what we want to detect out in collaboration data.
Class 2 -Relevant collaborators with high influences (R ↑ U ↓ V ↑) : Such collaborators have high relevance score and value score simultaneously for target scholars and may be relevant collaborators with high influences. This kind of collaborators may satisfy most scholars but lacks unexpectedness compared with serendipitous collaborators. Besides, they are likely to be notable scholars in the research areas of target scholar.
Class 3 -Relevant collaborators with high unexpectedness (R ↑ U ↑ V ↓) : Such collaborators are unexpected and relevant simultaneously for target scholars, since they have high relevance score and unexpectedness score simultaneously. This kind of collaborators is interesting for scholars, but lacks influence or value compared with serendipitous collaborators. Nevertheless, they would satisfy most scholars well than the single relevant collaborators.
Class 4 -Perfect collaborators (R ↑ U ↑ V ↑) : Such collaborators are perfect for target scholars, with higher relevance score, higher unexpectedness score, and higher value score, respectively. Therefore, they are even more rarer than serendipitous collaborators and hard to encounter in a scholar's academic career.
Class 5 -Unexpected collaborators (R ↓ U ↑ V ↓) : Such collaborators are unexpected or interesting for target scholars, since they have diverse topics for their target scholars. However, we cannot forecast whether they are beneficial or not without adequate relevance or value with target scholars. Unexpectedness alone can not determine the acceptance of these collaborators by their target scholars.
Class 6 -Valuable collaborators (R ↓ U ↓ V ↑) : Such collaborators are valuable for target scholars with their high influences in co-author network. However, Influential collaborators bring less desire for the target scholars to collaborate compared with the serendipitous collaborators.
Class 7 -Relevant collaborators (R ↑ U ↓ V ↓) : Such collaborators are relevant with target scholars like traditional familiar collaborators. However, no much fun and influences may be found on them, and scholars are not satisfied with them gradually.
Class 8 -Undesired collaborators (R ↓ U ↓ V ↓) : Such collaborators are more likely to be ignored than other kinds of collaborators without the desirable characteristics for scholars.
Algorithm 2 RUVMod
Input: m clusters with different data points. Output: the class label of each cluster.
1: initialize the average relevance score rs=0, average unexpectedness score us=0, average value score vs=0 of all clusters; 2: for i = 1; i < m; i + + do 3: compute the average relevance score rs i , unexpectedness score us i and value score vs i of ith cluster; 4: rs ← rs + rs i ; 5: us ← us + us i ; 6: vs ← vs + vs i ; 7: end for 8: rs ← rs/m, us ← us/m, vs ← vs/m; 9: for j = 1; j < m; j + + do 10: if rs j < rs, us j > us and vs j > vs then 11: jth cluster is labeled as Class 1; 12: else if rs j > rs, us j < us and vs j > vs then 13: jth cluster is labeled as Class 2; 14: else if rs j > rs, us j > us and vs j < vs then 15: jth cluster is labeled as Class 3; 16: else if rs j > rs, us j > us and vs j > vs then 17: jth cluster is labeled as Class 4; 18: else if rs j < rs, us j > us and vs j < vs then 19: jth cluster is labeled as Class 5; 20: else if rs j < rs, us j < us and vs j > vs then 21: jth cluster is labeled as Class 6; 22: else if rs j > rs, us j < us and vs j < vs then 23: jth cluster is labeled as Class 7; 24: else if rs j < rs, us j < us and vs j < vs then 25: jth cluster is labeled as Class 8; 26: end if 27 : end for Fig. 3 shows the framework of our RUVMod, and Algorithm 2 describes its classification process. First we compute the relevance score, unexpectedness score and value score of a set of target scholars' collaborators, and then input them into SOM for training. We adjust the parameters during the training process, so that the number of reduplicated classes belonging to one of the above 8 classes in clustering results can be reduced. It is worthy to be noticed that the same collaborator node may be distributed into different clusters. Because it is the collaborator node of different target scholars, and it may be divided into different categories with respected to different data points. The flow chart of classification is given in Fig. 4 .
EXPERIMENTS
We have built a new classification model in Section 4, and the parameters of SOM have been fixed during the training phase in order to guarantee the least reduplicated categories in clustering results. Next we cluster all of collaborators for target scholars, and then determine the categories of all collaborator clusters. We compare the average relevance score, unexpectedness score and value score of each cluster with corresponding mean of all clusters, and then analyze and obtain each cluster's category. The cluster with R ↓ U ↑ V ↑ is identified as serendipitous collaborator class according to the classification in Section 4.2.
Dataset
We extract collaboration data from five research areas in D-BLP dataset [48] , which is a computer science bibliography, and the details of these areas are shown in Section 3.2. DBLP data set contains fruitful publication information, including the paper title, author list, publication year, publication conference or journal, etc. DBLP is an open source data set, and it is formed as a XML file 2 . In order to parse the XML file, we utilize the technology of Simple API for XML (SAX) [49] . In addition, the namesake discrimination problem has been well solved in DBLP. For example, if there are 50 scholars named Lei Li, they have been renamed in DBLP data set according to the sequence number: Lei Li01, Lei Li02,...,Lei Li50. Therefore, we can match authors based on their names conveniently. The flow chart of processing XML file of DBLP is shown in Fig. 5 .
We use data from year 2010 to 2012 to build a co-author network, which consists of 139,977 nodes and 408,580 edges. The collaboration data in these three years is performed as our training set, and the data from year 2013 to 2017 is regarded as our test set for experimental evaluations. We remove 2,380 isolated scholars who have no collaborators and take remain 137,597 scholars who have at least one collaborator among all scholar nodes as target scholars, and the relevance score, unexpectedness score and value score of their corresponding collaborators are computed. After processing all collaboration data, we obtain all pieces of data, where each data point corresponds to a target scholar and one of his/her collaborator. Our final goal is to classify all collaborators according to the clustering results, and then identify serendipitous collaborators among them. 
Evaluation metrics and analysis
In our scenario of identification, the traditional accuracybased metrics cannot measure our results effectively without ground truth, i.e., the precision metric measures the identified ratio between real serendipitous collaborators and the whole collaborator set, but we do not have real class labels on collaborators. In order to measure our identification results practically, we refer to the serendipity-based metrics described in Section 2.3, which are unexpectedness, value, and serendipity, respectively. Their proposed metrics are applied to the recommender systems concerning serendipity, and we adjust them to measure results of identifying serendipitous collaborators. (Relevance score, unexpectedness score and value score are indices for identifying serendipitous collaborators, while unexpectedness, value, and serendipity are widely used metrics for evaluating serendipitous recommendations. Therefore, there is no correspondence between our definition and evaluation metrics.)
Assume that scholar i is a collaborator of target scholar u, we measure unexpectedness, value and serendipity of i for u. The value metric corresponds to the usefulness metric described in Section 2.3. Besides, serendipity is a full metric that integrates both unexpectedness and value metrics.
Unexpectedness
The related work in [34] , [36] took a recommended item not in primitive recommendation method (benchmark method), which generates expected recommendations, as an unexpected item. Since the primitive recommendation model produces results with low unexpectedness, and any recommended items that are not contained in the set of recommendations generated by it are treated as the unexpected ones. The metric is expressed as follows:
when applying U N EXP (u, i) to our measurement of identification results. P M (u) is the set of target scholar u's traditional collaborators who have high relevance score and low unexpectedness score, corresponding to the relevant or familiar collaborators who have low unexpectedness. In other words, P M (u) in our paper represents the set of expected collaborators of u, and we have to distinguish them from the set of u's collaborators. If relevance score of one collaborator is higher than the average relevance score of u's all collaborators and unexpectedness score is lower than the corresponding mean, we take this collaborator as expected one of u. Finally, if i is not contained in P M (u), i is evaluated as an unexpected collaborator of u.
Value
In terms of measuring the usefulness of recommendations, Zheng et al. [36] observed whether target user selects or favors the recommended item. The usefulness of an item can be measured by the item's ratings given by the target user, and they defined the set of useful items as:
where Θ is the threshold rating. T estSet(u) denotes the set of items rated by target user u in the test dataset. The ratings of useful items are higher than Θ.
We have no rating data in collaboration dataset. However, it is similar that the target scholar is likely to interact and collaborate frequently with their valuable collaborators. The value of a collaborator i can be judged by the collaboration times with his/her target scholar u in our test dataset. Therefore, we observe the collaboration times between i and u in the next 5 years (2013-2017), and set the threshold Θ as 3, i.e., if i collaborates with u over or equal to 3 times in the next 5 years, we regard i as a valuable collaborator of u.
Serendipity
In terms of the metric of serendipity, Ge et al. [34] took unexpectedness and usefulness into account. We adopt their serendipity metric in this paper, i.e.,
(13) If i is unexpected and valuable for u simultaneously, i is measured as a serendipitous collaborator of u.
In terms of a cluster q, corresponding metrics can be represented as the proportion of unexpected, valuable and serendipitous collaborators in a cluster:
V ALU E(q) = u∈q i∈q where N q is the set of collaborators in cluster q. We evaluate the unexpectedness, value and serendipity for each cluster in the next section. From the definition of serendipitous collaborators and the classification in our RUVMod, the serendipity of serendipitous collaborators should be higher than that of other kinds of collaborators. Traditional collaborators have higher proximity and less diverse topics with their target scholars, and the serendipitous collaborators being identified are less likely to be contained in the set of tradition- Serendipitous cluster has the highest serendipity with highest unexpectedness and highest value. (We abbreviate "Serendipitous cluster" to "Sc", "Relevant cluster" to "Rc", "Undesired cluster" to "Udc", and "Unexpected cluster" to "Uxc".)
al collaborators for their high unexpectedness score and low relevance score. Meanwhile, serendipitous collaborators have higher influences in co-author network, and they tend to be more valuable for their target scholars. Therefore, the probability that the collaborators in serendipitous cluster are both unexpected and valuable is higher than others.
The analysis of clustering results
We extract 614,778 pieces of data as the input of SOM, and each piece of data is represented as a vector comprised by three scores. The clustering parameters are adjusted by us for obtaining 8 clusters, which is the number of categories classified in RUVMod. Generally, the ideal result is 8 different categories by identification. However, we cannot guarantee the existence of each kind of collaborators in our extracted data set, especially the perfect collaborators, which are very rare in academia. Consequently, we aim to reduce the reduplicated classes in clustering results by adjusting corresponding parameters.
The clustering results with SOM
After clustering all collaborators of target scholars by SOM, we get the results shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) correspond to the results with normalization data and initial data, respectively. The details of classification are shown in Table 3 . Collaborators are clustered into 8 classes, and only the last cluster is identified as the serendipitous class. Besides, the number of serendipitous and undesired collaborators are relatively small. This phenomenon conforms to our recognition that serendipitous encounters are rare and scholars collaborate with undesired collaborators rarely. We also identify other 3 classes of collaborators, which are relevant, unexpected, and undesired cluster, respectively. SOM identifies two kinds of reduplicated clusters, which are unexpected cluster and relevant cluster. In addition, no perfect collaborators, valuable collaborators, relevant collaborators with high influences, and relevant collaborators with high unexpectedness classified in RUVMod are identified. It indicates indirectly that scholars in our extracted data set have not encountered these four kinds of collaborators yet. Then we measure the identification results of different clusters by the unexpectedness, value and serendipity metrics. After analyzing all clusters, we obtain the conclusive results in Fig. 7 . Serendipitous cluster has the highest serendipity 0.1000, which means 10% of serendipitous collaborators are detected out in the serendipitous cluster, because of its highest unexpectedness 0.9400 and highest value 0.1051. Unexpected cluster has the second highest serendipity 0.0805, which is 0.0195 lower than that of the serendipitous cluster. We can also see that the relevant cluster and undesired cluster both have low serendipity, and the value of relevant cluster is higher than that of undesired cluster slightly. From the results analyzed above, we conclude that the measurement results conform to our definition and classification model on the whole. Besides, the rate of serendipitous collaborators being identified in our experimental data set is only 9.15%, which is also convinced for its rareness.
The performances of other clustering algorithms
Consider that the clustering results may be sensitive to different clustering algorithms, we compare the performances of other two widely used clustering algorithms with SOM. We adjust the parameters of comparison algorithms to obtain the results of 8 clusters in order to keep the same number with SOM. Fig. 8 shows the clustering results of K-means [50] . We find that K-means also identifies four kinds of cluster, which are relevant, unexpected, undesired, and serendipitous cluster, respectively. Compared with the results of SOM, it identifies two more undesired cluster and two less unexpected cluster. In addition, K-means identifies more serendipitous collaborators who are contained in the serendipitous cluster than SOM. We measure the clustering results of K-means in Fig. 8(c) . The unexpected cluster has highest serendipity 0.0943, and the serendipity of serendipitous cluster is 0.0122 lower than that of the serendipitous cluster identified by SOM. The value of relevant cluster identified by K-means is even higher than that of serendipitous cluster and unexpected cluster. In terms of the Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) [51] algorithm, Fig. 9 shows the results of 8 clusters. The number of serendipitous collaborators in a cluster identified by K-means and AHC are both greatly higher than that of SOM, which are 227,967 and 185,724, respectively. We measure the clustering results of AHC in Fig. 9(c) . We can find that AHC has the worst performance, since the serendipitous cluster identified by it has lower serendipity than that of SOM and K-means. Additionally, the serendipity of relevant cluster identified by AHC is even higher than that of serendipitous cluster. In this case, AHC is inferior to SOM and K-means for its poor performance to capture serendipitous collaborators.
The range values of relevance score, unexpectedness score and value score in each kind of collaborator clusters clustered by different clustering algorithms are shown in Table 4 . From Table 4 , we can see that the upper bound of relevance score of relevant cluster is higher than that of other clusters. The upper bound of unexpectedness scores of serendipitous cluster and unexpected cluster are higher than that of relevant cluster and undesired cluster. The lower bound of value score of serendipitous cluster clustered by SOM is the highest. In summary, the range values of three scores in each kind of clusters clustered by SOM conform to the classification criterion of our RUVMod on the whole.
At last, we compare the performances of the identification results via different clustering algorithms in Fig.  10 . In terms of the identified serendipitous clusters, SOM identifies the cluster with higher serendipity than other two algorithms. In addition, the undesired cluster identified by SOM has higher serendipity than that of K-means and AHC slightly, and the relevant clusters identified by three algorithms have close serendipity by evaluations. From the results of serendipity measurements, we can see that SOM is superior to both K-means and AHC. The unexpectedness of each identified cluster is much higher than its value. Therefore, the serendipity of a cluster is mainly determined by its value, and it can be observed from Fig. 10 that the serendipity on all clusters have the similar tendency with their value measurements, except for the value of relevant cluster identified by K-means. From the above analysis, we summarize that the definition applied to DBLP dataset and the proposed RUVMod can be validated well via SOM, since no much exception is found in the measurements. In other words, SOM identifies serendipitous collaborators and other kinds of collaborators convincingly. Consequently, we adopt SOM for the clustering process of RUVMod.
Baseline methods
We take two feasible approaches described in Section 2.2 as the comparison methods for enhancing serendipity, which are TANGENT and KFN. They make use of the rating data on items given by the users to recommend serendipitous items, and we replace rating data with the collaboration data in our scenario.
TANGENT
Onuma et al. [32] has proposed a novel recommendation algorithm via node selection on a graph. Their algorithm is performed on a bipartite graph, where users and items are nodes in graph, and ratings on items represent the edge weights between two connected nodes. TANGENT aims to find items which are not only relevant to the user preferences but also have large connectivity to other groups. We replace the ratings with collaboration times as the edge weight between two scholar nodes in our co-author network, and calculate relevance score r of each collaborator node with corresponding target node. The relevance scores are exactly computed by us in Section 3.1. The bridging score b of each node is computed with r according to [32] , and finally the TANGENT score is the result of multiplication between r and b. Given a target scholar u, we select collaborator nodes with Top-1 (the integer rounded up to 0.6987, which is the average number of each scholar's serendipitous collaborators identified by our RUVMod) highest TANGENT score among u's collaborators as u's serendipitous collaborators.
KFN
KFN [31] is supposed to overcome the popularity biases and provides more novel recommendations by selecting items disliked by dissimilar users. Inverting a k-nearest neighbor algorithm into a k-furthest neighbor algorithm would increase recommendation diversity and novelty because of the dissimilarity. KFN first selects the most dissimilar neighborhood of each target user. Similarly, we set dissimilar neighborhood size as 30, and choose Jaccard similarity measurement by inverting it for dissimilarity computation. Jaccard similarity metric between scholar p and q is:
where N (p) represents the collaborator set of p.
In each neighborhood, we choose its most disliked collaborators from target scholar u's collaborators as u's serendipitous collaborators. While the disliked items can be judged by the ratings given by their target user, and low rating represents user's objection. We assume that the most disliked collaborators in our scenario have collaborated less than or equal to 2 times with a scholar in our training dataset, which follows the value metric. We carry out the experiments to compare the identification performances of RUVMod, TANGENT and KFN on the collaboration data set. The results are shown in Fig. 11 . The serendipity of RUVMod is 10.00%, in comparison to 3.74% of TANGENT and 2.32% of KFN. The serendipity of our proposed RUVMod is much higher than other two serendipity enhancement approaches, because its unexpectedness is higher than others, and RUVMod has the highest value, 10.51%, which is higher than the unexpectedness of TANGENT and KFN, i.e., 7.63% and 5.96% respectively. Moreover, the serendipity of TANGENT is slightly higher than that of KFN, but its unexpectedness is slightly lower than that of KFN. TANGENT focuses on improving the novelty by selecting collaborators from different communities, and KFN devotes to the dissimilarity of collaborators with their target scholars for overcoming the popularity bias. However, they gain lower serendipity finally for their negligence of the value property.
In summary, our proposed RUVMod performs effectively on serendipitous collaborators identification in comparison with TANGENT and KFN.
Discussion
In order to verify the effectiveness of our research, we also explored some validity threats concerning our experiments, including the chosen data set, evaluation metrics and the values of parameters. We conduct the experiment on another data subset, which was extracted from Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) 3 . DBLP only concerns the collaboration data of computer science discipline, while MAG is a 3 . https://www.aminer.cn/open-academic-graph. bigger academic data set and contains various disciplines. We aim to identify the serendipitous collaborators of 32,023 target scholars in MAG, where the training set is the data extracted from 6 disciplines (Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science, Physics, Medicine and Mathematics) between year 2011 and 2013, and the test set is the data extracted from the publication information between year 2014 and 2018. There are 1,507 serendipitous collaborators being identified in serendipitous cluster, which is much rarer than other clusters. This result conforms to our RUVMod. The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 12 . RUVMod defeats TANGENT and KFN again, and the identification result of RUVMod has highest serendipity, since most collaborators identified by RUVMod are measured as unexpected and valuable simultaneously. The value of TANGENT is higher than that of RUVMod and KFN, but its serendipity is lower than RUVMod. We validate the effectiveness and scalability of our method from the evaluation results on another academic data set. There is no stable metric for evaluating serendipity, as well as no ground truth labeling serendipity. Therefore, we refer the widely used serendipity-based metrics including unexpectedness, value and serendipity in the reviewed literature, and improve them for measuring our identification results. The accurate way to evaluate serendipity may be the questionnaire, but it is hard to make surveys for a large number of target scholars in this research. Later, we will develop a website concerning the serendipitous collaborators identification of target scholars. In this way we can gather the feedback of various scholars quickly and moreover improve our identification method by utilizing the feedback data.
In terms of the set of parameter values, we have trained them with multiple set of values, and compared their performances in clustering results. The current values in this paper are superior to others for the less reduplicated clusters (three unexpected clusters and three relevant clusters) and more kinds of collaborator clusters (four kinds of collaborators clusters) in results. For example, the initial neighborhood size N c (0) is fixed at 6, since more collaborators with high relevance are divided into the serendipitous cluster when N c (0) is lower than 6, and more reduplicated clusters (five or more unexpected clusters) are identified in clustering results when N c (0) is higher than 6.
Considering the time complexity of each identification algorithm in this paper, we run N times for each model, since there are N target scholars. RUVMod and TANGENT both need to compute the relevance scores between scholars by performing Random Walk in co-author network. For each target scholar, RUVMod performs M (M << N ) times for computing the relevance scores between this scholar and his/her collaborators, where M represents the number of his/her collaborators. M is different for different target scholars. While TANGENT performs (N − 1) times for each target scholar, since it need to compute the relevance scores of target scholar with all other scholars in graph. Therefore, RUVMod repeats the operation of computing relevance scores N × M times, which is smaller than N × (N − 1) times of TANGENT. KFN computes the Jaccard similarity between each target scholar and all other scholars, therefore its complexity is also N × (N − 1). For our serendipitous collaborators identification scenario, N is 137,597, and RUVMod outperforms TANGENT and KFN. In summary, the time complexity does not significantly affect the identification effectiveness.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we focus on the definition and identification of serendipitous scientific collaborators. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first one to study serendipity under the scenario of scientific collaborations. The three indices including network proximity, topic diversity and collaborator influence constitute the intuitive definition of serendipitous scientific collaborators. We propose a classification model based on the comparisons between the average relevance score, unexpectedness score and value score of each collaborator cluster and the corresponding mean of all clusters. We conduct extensive experiments on a subset of DBLP data set to verify our definition and classification model. Additionally, we evaluate our identification results from the serendipity-based metrics, which are unexpectedness, value, and serendipity, respectively. The measurements of experimental results indicate that the serendipitous collaborators in our data set are identified with the highest serendipity than other approaches, as well as the highest unexpectedness and value. Besides, the other kinds of collaborator clusters are also identified via RUVMod.
A researcher may get inspirations from our definition and classification framework. The definition will guide the subsequent research on serendipity in scientific collaborations, such as the practical application of recommending serendipitous collaborators for researchers, analyzing the concrete benefits obtained from serendipitous collaborators and what drives scholars to encounter their serendipitous collaborators. In addition, the classification method may be adopted for other classification tasks in different fields. As future work, we will focus on the experiments with MAG data set for studying the characteristics of serendipitous collaborations in depth and design the collaborators recommendation framework for balancing serendipity and accuracy.
